
The Geneva Foundation is a 501(c)3 non-profit organization that advances 

military medicine through innovative scientific research, exceptional program 

management, and a dedication to U.S. service members and veterans, their 

families, and the global public. 

Geneva is proud to have 27+ years of experience delivering full spectrum scientific, 

technical, and program management expertise in the areas of federal grants, federal 

contracts, industry sponsored clinical trials, and educational services. Today, Geneva 

currently supports:
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THE FUTURE OF MILITARY MEDICINE. TODAY.
Geneva provides military medical researchers with a complete array of proposal development 
and award management services designed to secure funding and foster innovative research 
of specific relevance to the military community. Geneva excels at building public-private 
partnerships, advancing military medical innovations through collaborations with world-
renowned researchers and research professionals; government, academic, and non-profit 
partners; and industry sponsors. 

Geneva has specialized capabilities in supporting federally funded and industry sponsored 
research, including both investigator and sponsor-initiated research programs. 

FEDERALLY FUNDED RESEARCH: GRANTS & CONTRACTS

Proposal Development Geneva’s comprehensive and tailored support includes conducting 
targeted funding searches and opportunity leads; managing proposal preparation and 
submission; compiling supporting materials; developing the grant budget; conducting a 
technical and final review of the full proposal; and submitting the proposal under Geneva’s 
signatory authority. Upon award, Geneva facilitates contract negotiation and accepts the award 
on behalf of the researcher.

Program Management Geneva’s services include recruiting and hiring qualified personnel; 
administering individual study budgets; providing financial reporting; ensuring regulatory 
compliance; providing in-house travel and procurement services; submitting reports to sponsors; 
and initiating and monitoring subcontracts.

INDUSTRY SPONSORED RESEARCH: CLINICAL TRIALS
Geneva manages researcher-initiated and industry sponsored Phase II-IV clinical trials within 
large military medical sites. Geneva partners with industry sponsors including pharmaceutical 

companies, CROs, device companies, biotech companies, and academic institutions. 

Questions? Contact Geneva at BD@genevaUSA.org

917 Pacific Ave, Suite 600, Tacoma, WA 98402
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